Abstract. An overview on modeling of high-cycle fatigue is given and experimental findings of the damage accumulation are discussed. Finally we sketch an isotropic constitutive model for the description of the damage accumulation due to high-cycle fatigue.
Fig. 1 Examples of damage evolution by fatigue test on 30CrNiMo8 steel
Important facts about fatigue are the non-linear character of the damage accumulation process and the influence of the loading history on it, which means that the same loading cycle can cause different damage to the material, depending on all preceding loadings. Furthermore, the mean stress level is of significant importance, since in most materials the damage increases faster under tension than under compression [1, 2] . Another experimentally observed feature of high-cycle fatigue is the decrease of the endurance limit during the damage process. It has been observed that the endurance limit of a previously overstressed material is lower than the one of not-overstressed material [3] . The high-cycle fatigue process is influenced by many other factors, which are often of a random character. Examples are the micro structure of the material, the surface quality, the environmental temperature and humidity. Because of this complexity, experimental data show a large scattering. Therefore, in order to put the modeling on a sound basis a large number of experiments has to be considered and a statistical analysis has to be performed.
Experimental Results
To gain a better knowledge and understanding of high-cycle fatigue, a series of stress-driven tension-compression tests have been performed on 30CrNiMo8 steel according to ISO-standards [4] . The range of stress amplitude was 475 -630 [MPa] . Beside the standard results for S-N curve, the damage accumulation in each test was calculated. It has been observed that the strain amplitude was increasing with cycle numbers (cyclic softening). The stiffness moduli was then calculated for each cycle and used as an indirect measure of material damage [5, 6] :
where d is the damage parameter, Ẽ -the measured stiffness and E 0 -the stiffness of material in virgin state. An example of such results is shown in Fig. 2 . Based on the aforementioned damage measure, it can be observed that for the majority of the life-time the damage grows very slowly. However, prior to the complete fracture of the specimen damage starts to increase very rapidly. This is the phase where the macrocrack(s) propagate. In our consideration, this change of damage development is assumed to be the failure of the specimen. The experimental data indicate that the amount of damage at failure is very small and that it depends on loading amplitude (see Fig. 3 ). A detailed survey on theories and models for fatigue life prediction can be found in [7] . In the present work, the framework of Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) is used. The original idea of CDM was developed by Kachanov [8] and successfully applied to problems like: creep damage, ductile plastic damage or brittle fracture and as well as fatigue [9] . In our approach we develop Fig. 4 . Qualitative change of the strain amplitude by fatigue test with constant stress amplitude:
left -experimental, right -numerical
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an isotropic and thermodynamically consistent material model for the description of high-cycle fatigue, which is based on the concept of internal variables. The model is an extension of an earlier version [10] where the power law is used for the description of damage. Now it can predict the damage accumulation by loadings with varying amplitude and account for the influence of the loading history. The modification concerns the evolution equation of the damage parameter, which is assumed to be rate-independent. The preliminary numerical results show the capability of the model to reconstruct the experimental observation discussed above (see Fig. 4) . The model has to be further developed in order to account for the decrease of the endurance limit during the damage process. Additionally, the influence of the mean stress has to be implemented in the model.
Summary
Observations show fatigue to be a complex phenomenon. The main features of high-cycle fatigue like: cycle softening, non-linearity of damage accumulation and influence of the loading history, can be captured by the developed model. Further enhancements and experimental investigations are subjects of the current work in order to improve the accuracy and reliability of the model.
